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Across
1 Johnny's outspoken
teacher sick of milk
(12)
9 Bring back control,
say (9)
10 Put up with a
tender ankle,
ultimately (5)
11 English abandoning
ship to get a large
amount of beer? (6)
12 Avoid team
cuddles, being
repulsed (8)
13 Core of argument
to get rid of
something that's
underdeveloped (6)
15 Firm originally
somewhat in
trouble (8)
18 Yankee getting
paid in yen (8)

19 Perhaps
woodlouse's work
getting too much?
(6)
21 Half-hearted
apostle to fight with
Mark (8)
23 South American in
charge follows way
of working of old
mountain climber
(6)
26 Poet eats nothing
like eggs (5)
27 Rambling cry about
stopping truth (9)
28 Electrical fault that
results in quick lap
times? (5-7)
Down
1 Pressure on
Spanish region to
be model of
excellence (7)

2 Gold that is left in
window (5)
3 One who chronicles
that man's ration
being redistributed
(9)
4 Credit one picked
up (4)
5 Substance abuse of
chic male (8)
6 Picture one million
getting
remuneration,
being out of work
(5)
7 Republicans
embracing shift
working in retail
outlet (4,4)
8 Move at the same
speed as guide
dog's offspring,
reportedly (4,2)
14 50 bores support
Hull, perhaps - it's
official (5,3)

16 Seduce sexy man
working a period of
time topless (9)
17 Scorer in rare
victory is bemused,
supporting England
(8)
18 What I do when hit
is cowardly (6)
20 Translate secret
message to
condemn exercise
(7)
22 Distance from side
to side, and around
diameter (5)
24 Stop interrupting a
Unionist's farewell
(5)
25 Reptile caught
legendary bird (4)

